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Hi.

We're Rare
Assembly, and we
help companies give
gifts that people
actually want to get.
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- Lissa Minkin, Tile

Rare Assembly made
sending our holiday
gifts a breeze. The

communication was
excellent & their

proposal was creative,
thoughtful & on-brand.

The gifts themselves
were wonderful - great

products & beautiful
presentation!

"



Our best-in-class customer service and
streamlined processes add up to a
gifting experience that's seamless and
stress-free, from start to finish.

We give our clients more than just
unique and impactful gifts: we give
them the confidence that we'll get it
right the first time.

We make corporate 
gifting fun & easy.



We maintain strict standards when it comes
to the quality and aesthetic of the products
we include in our gifts. The only items that
make the cut are unique, beautifully designed
and well made.

Premium products

Just as important as the products themselves
is where they come from: 94% of our products
are from small businesses, and the vast
majority can't be found on Amazon or in big
box retailers.

Thoughtful sourcing

High-end presentation
Great gifts start with the presentation, and
we've thought through every detail of ours.
From our meticulous packing method to the
luxe packaging materials, we've ensured that
opening a Rare Assembly is always an utterly
delightful experience.

about
our 
gifts



EMPLOYEES // anniversaries & milestones. |. achievements & recognition.  |. onboarding. |. teambuilding

Recipients & Occasions

CLIENTS // onboarding. |. thank you's. | introductions & prospecting. |  occasions & holidays.

EVENTS // welcome gifts  |. speaker thank you's  |  virtual & in-person conferences. |. internal meetings

EMPLOYEES 

CLIENTS

EVENTS



No addresses?
No problem.
We'll set up a custom branded portal for your
recipients to enter their preferred mailing
address. All you need is their email address!



who 
we've
worked 
with

More than 70% of
our clients are

repeat customers.



Based on January 2021 internal
survey of 55 corporate clients

100% of our
clients would
recommend

Rare Assembly
to a friend or

colleague.



1
We'll discuss your objectives, ideas, budget,
packaging requirements, etc.

Let's talk details

2
We'll send a proposal that clearly maps out
gift ideas based on our initial conversation. 

Proposal

3
We'll work with you to revise the proposal
until you're completely thrilled with the result.

Feedback & edits

4

5

6
We'll ship and track all of your gifts &
handle any returns. 

Shipping

Production time varies by project but is
typically 2-4 weeks*

Production

Upon completion of the invoice & initial
payment, we'll get started on your gifts.

Contract & invoice

*Production timeline varies by scope; most projects take 2-4 weeks.
Have a quick turn? Let us know - there's a good chance we can make it happen.

the process



collection
Permanent 

"A RARE W
O

RKSPACE"  $125

Order any gift exactly as it appears
in our catalogue.

Minimum quantity: 15

approx. 2-3 weeks
(varies by scope)

Lead time: 

ordering
options
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Minimum quantity: 25

approx. 3-5 weeks
(varies by scope)

Lead time: 

Create a 100% custom gift, including
products sourced exclusively for you,

Bespoke 
design

ordering
options



- Amy Fincher, Calendly

The team at Rare
Assembly was an

absolute pleasure to
work with. They were

were extremely
responsive, detailed &

creative. Everyone
loved the product &

the extra touches
made the gifts feel

very luxurious.

"



Our quickest & easiest option:
select from our collection of
carefully pre-curated gifts 

(you can always add your own
packaging).

Permanent
Collection 



Coffee & Tea
Coffee & Tea
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A Rare Perk
(Dark)
$120.00

blend in the usually polarizing world of specialty coffee.
Created as a sweet, comfortable and approachable 
Southern Weather whole bean coffee by Onyx

     custom engraving available

Sleek & durable 16oz. ceramic travel mug covered in
a protective silicone sleeve and BPA free press-fit lid.

16oz. Porter mug by W&P Design

Infused with a shot of Volluto Nespresso and finished
with a sprinkling of heirloom Ethiopian coffee beans.

Hand crushed espresso caramels by Shotwell
Candy Co.

1

2

3

Surprisingly luxe. 50 sheets of lined paper and 50 sheets
of blank paper, covered in a rich recycled leather. 

Grain memo pad by Midori4

Executive desk pen5

1

3

2

4
5
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A Rare Perk
(Light)
$120.00

+ preserved eucalyptus

Rich, decadent flavor created to please most palettes
and work well as either a drip or espresso.

Monarch whole bean coffee by Onyx

     custom engraving available

Sleek & durable 16oz. ceramic travel mug covered in
a protective silicone sleeve and BPA free press-fit lid.

16oz. Porter mug by W&P Design

Infused with a shot of Volluto Nespresso and finished
with a sprinkling of heirloom Ethiopian coffee beans.

Hand crushed espresso caramels by Shotwell
Candy Co.

1

2

3

Letterpress cover, gold binding & lay-flat pages
Designed, printed and assembled in California.

Reporter notebook by Iron Curtain Press4

Slim gold pen5

1

3

2

4

5
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A Rare Perk 
Mini
$80 / $125
1

blend in the usually polarizing world of specialty coffee.
Created as a sweet, comfortable and approachable 
Southern Weather whole bean coffee by Onyx

*custom engraving available

Sleek & durable ceramic travel mug covered in a
protective silicone sleeve and BPA free press-fit lid.

12 oz. Porter mug by W&P Design

2

3

+ preserved wheat stalks

     *replace with shortbread: $85

Minimalist, retro inspired coffee scoop made of 
teak & cast iron. Truly impressive in person.

Coffee "sqoop" by Hmm

$135 as shown; $80 for shortbread instead of Sqoop

by Hmm
Coffee "sqoop" 

1

3
2



A Rare Roast
Deluxe
$195

Double ceramic walls keep the outside cool, while a
sleek copper bottom rounds out the stylish profile.

Joey mug by Fellow

As clever as it is flavorful, these packets have
everything you need for perfect, per-cup pour overs.

Pour over coffee by Copper Cow

Minimalist, retro inspired coffee scoop made of teak
& cast iron. Truly impressive in person.

Coffee "sqoop" by Hmm

Chef Gavin Murphy created a pecan butter so
delicious they'll want to put it on everything.

Pecan Joe by Sunday Provisions

Infused with a shot of Volluto Nespresso and finished
with a sprinkling of heirloom Ethiopian coffee beans

Hand crushed espresso caramels by Shotwell
Candy Co.

Perfectly fluffy marshmallows sandwiched between
two mini shortbread cookies. All natural ingredients.

Spiked espresso s'mores by MALVI

1

2

3

4

5

6

+ preserved eucalyptus

1

3

2

4

5
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A Rare Roast Mini
$90

These Peruvian whole peans produce an incredibly clean
& complex coffee.

Coffee by La Colombe

Double ceramic walls keep the outside cool, while a
sleek copper bottom rounds out the stylish profile.

Joey Mug by Fellow

Infused with a shot of Volluto Nespresso and finished
with a sprinkling of heirloom Ethiopian coffee beans.

Hand crushed espresso caramels by Shotwell
Candy Co.

1

2

3

1

3

2
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A Rare Chai
$40 
1

Smooth, handcrafted chocolate featuring a
mouthwatering blend of earthy spices & nuts.

Hazelnut chai dark chocolate bar by Moonstruck2

+ cinnamon sticks

Perfectly spiced and lightly sweetened - just mix with
equal parts milk for a remarkably delicious chai latte.

Chai concentrate by DONA

1 2
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A Rare Steep
$55 / $80

Salted caramel sugar by Nicolas Vahe 

Created by a world renowned ceramics kiln, this
charming mug is a unique addition to any kitchen.

Thumbprint mug by Middle Kingdom

Ultra fragrant. flavorful tea in biodegradable pyramid
bags, packed in a keepsake powder coated jar.

Tea by Apolis Tea1

2

3

     omit teaspoon for $55 price

Exquisitely crafted by a Maine artisan, these gleaming
100% copper spoons are simply stunning in person.

Hand forged copper teaspoon 4

Brown sugar infused with natural salted caramel flavor  
that adds a uniquely decadent taste to tea & coffee.

+ preserved eucalyptus

$90 as shown; $65 without teaspoon

1

3

2

4



Desk & Office
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A Rare
Awakening
$125

+ preserved eucalyptus

Gluten free, vegan and made in ultra-crunchy small
batches - this will become their new favorite granola.

Kickstart Granola by Banner Road Baking Co.

*custom engraving available

Sleek & durable 16oz. ceramic travel mug covered in
a protective silicone sleeve and BPA free press-fit lid.

12oz. Porter mug by W&P Design

This one always delights with its retro design and
multiple functions (like the hand-punch calendar!)

Retro calendar desk clock by Society of Lifestyle1

2

3

These Peruvian whole beans produce an incredibly
clean & complex coffee.

Coffee by La Colombe4

Honey by True Bee 5

1

3 2

4

5
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A Rare Venture
$95 / $145

Outrageously addictive strawberry-banana gummies
packaged in a surprisingly sophisticated glass jar.

Dateless planner by Baron Fig1
Ingeniously designed with month & week views + extra
perforated sheets. Packaged in its own slim box.

A favorite product, this high-end aluminum alloy pen
has a low center of gravity for amazing comfortability.

Plummet"pen by Hmm* or standard desk pen

Ultra nourishing lotion bar crafted with the invigorating
scents of fresh coffee and sweet orange.

Awaken moisturizing bar by Heathmade

2

3

The Perfect Gummy Bear by Indulgencie4

$145 as shown; $95 with standard desk pen

pen 
*Plummet 

1 3

2

4
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A Rare Oasis
$87.50

Letterpress cover, gold binding & lay-flat pages
Designed, printed and assembled in California.

Reporter notebook by Iron Curtain Press

This glazed terracotta planter comes equipped with
everything they'll need to get growing. .

Hydroponic grow kit by Modern Sprout

Infused with a shot of Volluto Nespresso and finished
with a sprinkling of heirloom Ethiopian coffee beans.

Maple bourbon pecans by Q's Nuts1

2

3

Rich and buttery, these melt-in-your-mouth morsels
might just be the best shortbread they've ever tried.

Mini shortbread cookies by Willa's Shortbread4

Slim profile gold pen5

1

3

2

4
5
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A Rare
Innovation
$110

Buttery soft morsels infused with vanilla extract and
finished with crunchy Celtic grey salt.

Sea salt caramels by Shotwell Candy Co. 

*custom engraving available

This super-premium notebook comes in its own 2-
piece box. Hardcover with lay flat pages.

Confidant notebook by Baron Fig

Steel scissors + boxcutter in one that stands upright on
a slim magnet. Ultra functional but cool enough to
simply display. Always impressive.

2-in-1 scissors by Hmm1

2

3

by Hmm
2-in-1 scissors 

Executive desk pen4

1

3

2
4
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A Rare Focus
$175

+ preserved eucalyptus

Steel scissors + boxcutter in one that stands upright on
a slim magnet. Ultra functional but cool enough to
simply display. Always impressive.

2-in-1 scissors by Hmm

A remarkably clean & complex brew.
Coffee by La Colombe

Double ceramic walls keep the outside cool, while a
sleek copper bottom rounds out the stylish profile.

Joey mug by Fellow1

2

3

Freshly milled, Mission variety almonds blended with
organic dark chocolate - a toasty, luscious treat.

Chocolate sea salt almond butter by Big Spoon
Roasters

4

Executive desk pen5

by Hmm
2-in-1 scissors 

1

3

2

4

5
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A Rare Reflection
$48

Crunchy pretzel sticks dipped in chocolate and coated with
toffee-like salted caramel pieces. Highly addictive!

Salted caramel pretzel sticks by Fatty Sundays

Executive desk pen

Clean, clever and sophisticated journal that lets them
jot down ideas or highlights every day for five years

One Line A Day journal by Chronicle Books1

2

3

1

3

2
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A Rare
Appointment
$115

Bright, clean fragrance infused with real dried flowers.
Pretty enough to display on their desk. Includes reeds.

Floral diffuser by Savana

Crazy-good strawberry banana gummies packaged in
a  surprisingly sophisticated glass jar.

The Perfect Gummy Bear by Indulgencie

Luxe linen hardcover notebook with a high-end
minimalist aesthetic and thick lined pages.

Note To Self journal by Wit & Delight1

2

3

Slim profile gold pen4

1

3

2

4



Food & Alcohol
Food & Alcohol
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A Rare
Indulgence
$97.50

Champagne flavored gummy candy coated in crunchy
white non-paraleils. Non-alocholic.

Sparkling champagne drops by Indulgencie

Infused with barrel-aged bourbon, vanilla extract and
finished with crunchy Celtic grey salt

Sea salt caramels by Shotwell Candy Co.1

2

Crazy-good strawberry banana gummies packaged in
a  surprisingly sophisticated glass jar.

The Perfect Gummy Bear by Indulgencie3

Rich and buttery, these melt-in-your-mouth morsels might
just be the best shortbread they've ever tried.

Shortbread by Willa's Shortbread4

Granola by Banner Road Baking Co.5
Gluten free, vegan and made in ultra-crunchy small
batches - this will become their new favorite granola.

Pecan Joe by Sunday Provisions6
Chef Gavin Murphy created a pecan butter so delicious
they'll want to put it on everything.

Salted caramel pretzel sticks by Fatty Sundays7
Crunchy pretzel sticks dipped in chocolate and coated
with toffee-like salted caramel pieces. Highly addictive!

+ cinnamon sticks

1 32

4

56

7
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56 A Rare Recipe
$165

Thin & lightweight yet ultra-durable, in a slate color
that's sleek enough to double as a serving board.

Slate cutting board by Epicurious

These chic kitchen staples are hand woven by artist
Kate Kilmurray in her Ojai, CA studio.

Potholder by Kate Kilmurray

Infused with whole walnuts for a sweet, nutty flavor.
Ideal for eating with cheese, dessert or dressings.

Honey with walnuts by Nicolas Vahe1

2

3

Ultra sleek matte black cheese knives make a cool,
modern statement.

Cheese knives by Viski4

Himalayan salt block & grater by Rivsalt5
100% Himalayan salt rock + grater for a whole new
way to add salt to food. Includes natural oak stand.

1

3

2
4

5
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A Rare Toast
$105

Stemless copper champagne flutes by Viski1

Grape flavored gummies coated in nonpareils for a
delicate crunch, in unusually sophisticated packaging.

Sparkling champagne drops by Indulgencies

Top-shelf ingredients & instructions to craft & enjoy
(4) champagne cocktails, including aromatic bitters
and sugar cubes.

Champagne cocktail kit by Cocktails 2 Go

Perfectly curved to fit the palm of their hand, and
plated with a gleaming, luxurious copper.

2

3

+ preserved greenery bundle

1

3

2

3
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$125

Stunning & sophisticated, double-sided jigger made
of pure, heavy gauge hammered copper.

Copper jigger by Prince of Scots

Provides an oaky, sweet, and tart taste that is
enhanced with Woodford Reserve bourbon.

Bourbon cherries by Woodford Reserve

Handcrafted bitters with flavors of orange, cinnamon
and clove perfectly rounds out any Old Fashioned.

Old fashioned bitters by Dashfire Bitters

Sweet maple combines with the smokey taste of real
bourbon for a seriously delicious treat.

Maple bourbon pecans by Q's Nuts

1

2

3

4

1 2

3
4
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A Rare Warmth
$55

Vegan and gluten free, this ultra-crunchy small batch
treat is sure to become their new favorite granola.

"Granola by Banner Road Baking Co.

Perfect for mixing cold weather cocktails, this all-natural
syrup pairs beautifully with bourbon, vodka or rum.

Maple cinnamon simple syrup by Root231

2

3 Sea salt caramels by Shotwell Candy Co.
Butter soft morsels infused with vanilla extract and
finished with crunchy Celtic grey salt

+ cinnamon sticks

1

3

2
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6

A Rare
Libation

$125 / $157

$157 as shown; $125 without drink stirrer

+ preserved orange slices

     +$30

Hand forged from 100% pure copper by artist
Danielle Gerber. Gorgeous color & shine.

Copper cocktail stirrer by DMG Designs

Double-sided jigger made of 100% pure, gleaming
heavy gauge hammered copper. 

Hammered copper jigger by Prince of Scots

Almonds, cashews and pecans are infused with fresh
rosemary, 100% virgin olive oil & natural sea salt.

Rosemary sea salted nut mix by Q's Nuts1

2

3

Salted caramels by Shotwell Candy Co.4

Drink mix of choice5

Butter soft morsels infused with vanilla extract and
finished with crunchy Celtic grey salt

Choose from mixers meant for whiskey, gin, tequila,
champagne & more. Nonalcoholic apertifs also
available.

Etched rocks glass by Reclamation Etchware6
A midcentury modern pattern adds interest to this
classic, heavy-bottomed rocks glass.

1 3

2
4

5



Wellness
Wellness
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A Rare Optimist
$90

Clean burning and long lasting, with a not-too-floral and
delightfully complex fragrance of dewy fern + violet leaves.

Scented soy candle by Rare Assembly

+ preserved orange slices

Created by a professional psychologist known as "the
optimism doctor", this 52 card deck features different
mindfulness practices & prompts to instantly boost the
mood and inspire positive thoughts.

"Things Are Looking Up" deck by Dr. Deepika
Chopra

1

2

1

2
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A Rare
Insight
$150

Notes of plum and ozone make this a non-too-floral
unisex lavender scent that's instantly calming. 

Lavender + sea salt candle by Tule Fog

Sustainably cultivated wood meant to bring calm and
peace of mind when burned.

Palo santo by Skeem Design

Modern aesthetic + ancient philosophy. This oversized
deck isn't overly "woo-woo"; instead, it provides a
simple but deeply effective method for self-reflection
and inner peace that anyone can appreciate.

Inner Compass cards by Inner Compass1

2

3

Crunchy pretzel sticks dipped in chocolate and coated
with toffee-like salted caramel pieces. Addictive!

Salted caramel pretzel sticks by Fatty Sundays4

+preserved eucalyptus

1

3

2

4
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     *sub granola for $90 price

Sustainably cultivated wood meant to bring calm and
peace of mind when burned.

Palo santo by Skeem Design or granola

Mellow, tranquil scent of bergamot, hay and golden
poppy in a custom printed matte tin.

Golden hour candle by P.F. Candle Co.

Made with turmeric (+ all its health benefits!) and
100% plant based, vegan coconut cream. Earthy,
warm & inviting.

Golden tea latte by Copper Cow1

2

3

100% natural, oversized bar soap in a luxe slide-out box.
Unisex scent derived from palo santo essential oil, meant
to cleanse the body & mind.

Palo Santo soap by Skeem Design4

+ Dried wheat stalks 

A Rare
Restorative
$95/ $120

$120 as shown

1

3

2

4
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A Rare Repose
$127.50

Made by hand in a cookhouse just outside
Charleston, SC using a storied family recipe.

Candied pecans by Black Bow Sweets

Ultra rich and moisturizing bar with the calming
scents of ylang ylang, sweet orange and ginger.

"Relax" lotion bar by Heathmade

Rich & buttery, these melt-in-your-mouth morsels
might just be the best shortbread they've ever tried.

Shortbread by Willa's Shortbread1

2

3

A luxurious & all-natural blend of exfoliating clays &
coconut cream + indigo & blue algae.

Blue Crush Marine Perfecting Mask by Earth
Natural Harbor

4

These all-natural squares dissolve in hot water for
skin-softening and deeply relaxing baths.

Sparkling bath tablet by Formulary555

Warm, welcoming fragrance of rich sandalwood
with white cedar, pure teak and soft florals.

Black Sandalwood candle by Makers of Wax
Goods

6

1 3
2

45

6
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Warm, welcoming fragrance of rich sandalwood with
white cedar, pure teak and soft florals.

Black sandalwood candle by Makers of Wax
Goods

Ultra rich and moisturizing bar with the calming
scents of ylang ylang, sweet orange and ginger.

"Relax" moisturizing bar by Heathmade

These all-natural squares dissolve in hot water for
skin-softening and deeply relaxing baths.

Sparkling bath tablet by Formulary551

2

3

+ Dried eucalyptus

A Rare Repose
Mini
$55

1

3

2
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56 A Rare Siesta
$90

Butter soft morsels infused with vanilla extract and
finished with crunchy Celtic grey salt

Salted caramels by Shotwell Candy Co.

Lush coastal grasses, ozonic sea salt and aromatic
beach sage over notes of amber, ozone & driftwood.

White Water candle by Makers of Wax Goods

All-natural formula proven to help people fall asleep
faster, sleep better & wake more refreshed.

Deep sleep pillow spray by Thisworks1

2

3

+ dried wheat stalks

1

3

2
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Vegan, gluten free and handcrafted in small batches for
the perfect amount of flavor and crunch.

Granola by Banner Road Baking Co.

Large candle in a 1/2 pint paint can, with a fresh pine
fragrance that invokes the scent of the great outdoors.

"The Woods" Candle by Moore Collective

Rich and buttery mini cookies - it must just be the best
shortbread they'll every try!

Shortbread by Willa's Shortbread1

2

3

+ Dried eucalyptus

A Rare Outdoors
$55

1

3

2



When it comes to customizing
your packaging, you can get as

creative as you'd like. From
branded belly bands, note cards
and stickers to 100% custom built

boxes, the options are endless.

Packaging
Options



Standard
packaging
Unless you opt for custom
packaging (see next slide for
options), all gifts ship in our luxe
custom-made gift boxes with
black, blue/grey or emerald green
belly bands, all hand-stamped
with foil.



Custom Packaging
Options

BRANDED NOTECARD

BRANDED GIFT TAG

PRINTED INSERT

BRANDED BOX BAND

BRANDED BOX BAND

digital printing

foil stamped

PRICE PER
BOX

MINIMUM
QUANTITY

PRODUCTION
TIME

Starting at $12/box 100 3 weeks+

in addition to note card

$2 20 3-4 business days

$1.50 20 7 business days

$2.50 20 3-4 business days

$4-$8/box 25 7 business days

$200 die set-up fee +
$8-$11/box 50 14 business days

BRANDED STICKER $3 50 14 business days

CUSTOM BOX
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Let's get gifting!

corporate@rareassembly.com
(323) 300-4557



ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

CHAI

A RARE CHAI MINI

$40

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

JOURNAL

A RARE REFLECTION

$48

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

WOODS

A RARE OUTDOORS

$55

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

CINNAMON

A RARE WARMTH

$55

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

TEA 

A RARE STEEP 

$55 - $80

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

COFEE MINI

A RARE PERK MINI

$80 - $125

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

LOOKING UP DECK

A RARE OPTIMISTI

$90

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

SPA MINI

A RARE REPOSE MINI

$55

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

SUCCULENT

A RARE OASIS

$87.50

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

SLEEP SPRAY

A RARE SIESTA

$90

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

PALO SANTO

A RARE RESTORATIVE

$90 - $120

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

PLANNER & PEN

A RARE AMBITION

$95 - $145
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ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

FOOD

A RARE INDULGENCE

$97.50

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

CHAMPAGNE

A RARE TOAST

$105

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

SCISSORS

A RARE INNOVATION

$110

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

OLD FASHIONED

A RARE ROCKS

$125

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

COCKTAIL

A RARE LIBATION

$125 - $157

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

CALENDAR CLOCK

A RARE AWAKENING

$125

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

COFFEE BLACK

A RARE PERK - DARK

$127.50

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

DIFFUSER DESK

A RARE APPOINTMENT

$115

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

SPA

A RARE REPOSE

$127.50

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

COFFEE WHITE

A RARE PERK - LIGHT

$127.50

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

INNER COMPASS

A RARE INSIGHT

$150

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

COOKING

A RARE RECIPE

$165

ALL GIFTS BY PRICE |  RARE ASSEMBLY 2021



ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

EXECUTIVE DESK

A RARE FOCUS

$175

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

COFFEE LARGE

A RARE ROAST DELUXE

$195
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